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Loft is the Ann Taylor brand. Visit loft site. Above, the best pants for work: one/two/three/fourWhat is the perfect pants fit – how should they fit? When they are too baggy; when the pants are too tight? Reader K wonders... Can you discuss properly fit suit pants/pants for the workplace (including pants jeans for casual Friday)? I can't find anything related in the archive–I was hoping for something like a guide to hem length. How do you find the right balance between being too baggy and too equipped, especially in your thighs and but toes? If they have a fold on the front,
should the pants be loose enough that the fold stays shrugged all the way up? I wonder what readers are saying here about the perfect pants fit. For my $.02, I think it's easier to say what not to do than what to do. In my mind, you want to avoid: folds or smiling through the crotch of pants - it is generally said to fit problems (either too tight, too long on the rise, etc.) anything that is so tight that you have pantylin. While there are thongs and a number of boyshorts and bikinis that are marketed as a result of not VPL, many times the answer here is as simple as you need bigger
pants, honey. (This means check out our latest discussion on popular lingerie brands as well as best not VPL lingerie for VPL removal.) any belt that hangs too deep below or above the navel (at least inadvertently) – many times it's a fit issue (but I'd also argue that pants that sit so under the navel just aren't suitable for work).any crotch that hangs too low or too high. If you can see the outline of your lady parts over your pants (popularly known as camel toe), your pants are too tight. On the other hand, if you can grab a handful of fabric between where your body ends and
your pants begin, your pants are too loose. Thigh/foot wise – I'd say that if you can't at least pinch an inch of extra fabric on your thighs, your pants may be verging toward being too tight. You may find that they wear poorly (they can literally be thrashing at the seams) and the fabric can get thin in some places. I tried to make a small chart with pictures of pants that are too tight and too loose here: Some styles of pants are meant to look really tight in some places (skinny jeans, for example); some trousers are designed to look really loose in some places (e.g. smuhold
trousers); but then, these are generally not styles that are suitable for most offices. We've had a bit of a discussion about which brands fit, which body types before, and I wonder what readers are saying here – what's your body type, and which brand of pants fit the best? Which problems are unique to your body (and which customization changes have you found to fix or alleviate problems)? Again, for my $.02, I've always had figure, so my waist was often too big. Sometimes I would get a tailored belt; many times I would just wear sweaters and blouses below on my hips,
untucked. A lot of brands I avoided completely because I always feel like they didn't fit my curves (Theory, Ralph Lauren); others felt too long in the crotch (Talbots), while others seemed fine (Gap, Banana Republic, Ann Taylor, etc.). (Looking for great light pants for the summer? These are our favorites – our regular favorite pants for work are pictured at the top!) Ok, readers, over to you: how does a big pair of pants fit? What are you looking for in perfect pants and what are you avoiding? Especially which brands and styles best fit your body type (and what is your body
type)? Finding pants that really fit can be impossible at times. At Loft, we do everything in our power to help find the perfect pair by offering a variety of styles and fits. But with so much to offer, it can be a little confusing at times. If you want to find your favorite pants a little easier, here's a breakdown of two panties suited loft offers-Marisa and Juliet. For those of you who aren't familiar with our pants, Marisa and Juliet probably sounds a little weird. Believe me, I was confused when I first learned about our pants too. But don't worry! In fact, it's not as complicated as it
sounds. Marisa and Julie simply refer to the share of hips at the waist. If your hips are proportional to your waist, the Marisa fit is probably for you. If you have a small waist and your hips are curvier, then Julie is the way to go. This is quite simple, but often times the fit that is best for you is sometimes a matter of personal preference. For example, I can wear pants in both Marisa and Juliet fit, but I prefer Julie fit. It's more comfortable for me! Looking for another pair of colors at Loft, you may want to use this little trick. It doesn't always work, but I've styled a lot of clients
where it does, so you might want to keep that in mind. If you try on a pair of Marisa pants and they fit your legs and waist but are a bit cozy in the hips, try going down in size in julie fit. For whatever reason, the smaller size pants in Juliet fit generally have the same feel at the waist and legs, but will give you a little more space at the hips. This trick also works if you try on Julie's pants, which fit in the waist and legs, but are a little loose at the hips. In this case, you should try to go to greatness in marisa fit. This should help get rid of the extra room in the hips, while
maintaining the same fit in the legs and waist. Since everyone has different bodies, this trick does not work for everyone. But it's definitely something to consider when looking for more pants. Hopefully this little breakdown will help you your perfect pants fit. Any questions about Marisa and Julie are right that I didn't answer here? Feel free to ask me in the comments below. Next time, Rachel #loftassociate Y'all know I'm a super casual girl. Most often I feature clothes with jeans because that's what I wear most days. Jeans. And leggings. And sometimes a skinny cargo
pants.
If you are a regular reader, you know that once a month my sister appears here and does a WEAR job post. He works in the human resources department for the hospital chain, so he dresses up in the office suitable clothes sometime a day ... and she looks DARLING while doing it I could add it. , today I'm partnering with LOFT, and I'm going to dig it up a notch with my personal style. THAT'S RIGHT, LADIES! I'm going to be wearing pants today. And not just some pants. Pants! #yep #imfancy Although I most often wear jeans in my daily life, every so
often opportunities appear where I have to wear something nicer. Sometimes I wear dresses (although dresses are sometimes tricky for me), but more often I swear by nice pants. And when I reach for the pants, you can pretty much guarantee that they are Marisa pants from LOFT (more on that in a minute). If in an office environment, you really need to try LOFT. (In fact, I've received countless emails since the beginning of the blog from young professionals who said they never shopped at LOFT before reading my blog, and now this is where they get all their office
clothes!) Here's the deal, tons of my dresses are from LOFT, and are great for casual attire. But they SHINE in the business of appropriate clothing at affordable prices. SHINE I'LL TELL YOU. In fact, almost every one of Conner Wear's work posts feature items from LOFT. And what's really great is that the many blouses and sweaters I feature from LOFT in my casual look can be easily paired with a nice pair of trousers (vs. my usual jeans) to create a nice outfit for the office. Here's what you need to know: LOFT pants are awesome. Once you find the type of pants that
suits you best (Julie or Marisa), pants shopping will be a dang breeze for you! They have tons of different lengths, cuts, colors, styles, etc. in any type of pants, and in order to find your best fit, all you really have to figure out is whether you're Juliet or Marisa, and it's pretty easy to do. MARISA GALS: Ladies who are straight up and down (with not much curves) tend to love Marisa pants. These trousers are designed for women with hips that are proportional to their waist. I fit into this category. I'm always Marisa. I've heard that there are some that can wear both, but not
me. I am 100% Marisa and have been since LOFT introduced Marisa pants. My mom and sister are marisa girls too. Julie Gals: Ladies who A little curvy tend to love Julie's pants. Julie's pants are great for ladies who often complain about pants that fit at the waist and are too tight across the hips, or for those who say they have to go to size up to accommodate their hips, which usually makes the waist too big. Now there's what's extra wonderful... Most of their pants come in petite, regular and tall. All of you super petite and tall ladies should be high-fiving each other right
now! I'm telling you to find what type of pants you are, and then you'll be able to order pants online without second thoughts because you'll know that you're always Marisa petite 2 or Juliet tall 8. At 5'4, I always get regular pants on loft. Sometimes I wear petite in a dress at LOFT, but never pants. Now, my legs are long for my frame, but I always go for regulars. When picking up pants at LOFT, I typically pull towards their skinny ankle pants (and I'll show you some of them in a minute), but I decided to go out of my comfort zone a little bit and I picked up a pair of their
wider trouser pants! And you know what? I loved them! They gave me the same effect that a big shoe cut jean gives me, and they made me look taller and skinnier than I actually am! YES, MA'AM!!!!! For the size of the link, I am wearing regular 4 in pants. This first look with these pants could be worn to the office or even to a more casual holiday party! The sweater has puffy sleeves with small dots and is so pretty in person. I felt better with black cami underneath because the sweater material was quite thin, but the sleeves make a top! For the size of the link, I'm
wearing a small one at the top. Pair them with black pumps and a simple pendant necklace, and you're good to go! pin dot sweater/facet stone locket necklace/red pants/I also thought it would be fun to put together a look that would be great for a fancier holiday party! Red is gorgeous and perfect for holiday clothes, and black lace really fancies the outfit up! The lace top and trousers is pretty much mine going to a luxury party. In general, I feel much more comfortable in pants than dresses, and lace is such a nice touch. For the size of the link, I'm wearing a small one at
the top (and it requires cami). The top is absolutely gorgeous modern lace, and can be dressed up or down. I think they would also look great with skinny black pants and heels... and it would look just as good with jeans and booties as well! geometric lace top / red pants / tile chandelier earrings A for a more casual look ...... HOW FLIPPING CUTE IS THIS SOBY SWEATER! I took off my high heels and opted for a taupe suede bootie heels for this look. Y'all! This sweater. I usually think holiday sweaters are kitsch, but not this one! It's incredibly and has only the right
amount of holiday cheer. For the size of the link, I'm wearing a small sweater. a reindeer sweater/red pants and I couldn't help you show a sweater with jeans. These are modern slit skinny jeans, and they are flexible and amazing without stressful (for those of you that are just tired of distressed jeans). I'm wearing a 27R in jeans and a little one in a sweater. Make sure you click to view the sweater on the web. The lights have a hint of sparkly fiber in them, and they spill over the back of the sweater! Such a fun touch! This is going to be perfect for me to wear carter's
Christmas party at school. I'll also love to wear it when I'm out and about Christmas shopping! reindeer sweater / earrings / jeans ***************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************that I would also show you some fun clothes, which I put together with some Marisa pants that
were already in my closet. I bought these navy ankle skinnies sometime last year and they are very versatile. I'm wearing 4 regular pants, and medium at the top (but I need a small one). Split those sleeve top/face stone locket necklace/navy pants And here's the cinnamon sweater I highlighted last week with jeans (left). On the right, I paired it with navy pants for an office look! For the size of the link, I'm wearing a small sweater and 27R in my pants. office look: cinnamon slit a dazzling neck sweater/stone pendant necklace (right)/navy trousers
******************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************************
Actually I have 2 different sizes of them in my closet because, like you all know, my weight tends to go up and down all year round.
Well, these black Marisa pants are a wardrobe routine that I think everyone should have. I dressed them up for holiday parties, wore them to meetings, and wore them to funerals. They're just great basic pants to have in your wardrobe. For a first look, I paired them with a blouse that's perfect for a Christmas party! The color is stunning, and the small folds and velvet details are gorgeous. For the size of the link, I'm wearing the media at the
top, but I need a small one. I'm wearing a 27R in my pants. velvet trimmed shirred blouse / earrings / black ankle pants And here are the same pants with a blouse more suitable for the office environment. I think this blouse would also look great with grey pants as well as blue jeans. For the size of the link, I'm wearing a small one in a blouse. The smocked detail on the chest and sleeves is both delicate and pretty. smocked blouse/earrings/black ankle pants and jog memory, here are a few photos of Conner in her Marisa pants! Her red trousers on the right Available. / Micro
check pants on the right Here are all the tops I featured in today's post: Here are 3 pairs of pants that I featured on me in today's post: And here are some other pants that caught my eye! If you're a Marisa girl (straight up and down with not a lot of curves), here are some great pants to choose from: And if you're more Juliet (a little curves over your hips), here are some for you: I hope this post today was helpful, and that you'll immediately try the pants for yourself. And if you are already a fan of loft pants, please leave in the comments if you are Marisa or Juliet!
huge
thank you loft for sponsoring this post! Post!
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